A quasi-order is a reflexive and transitive relation. A quasi-ordered set (Q, .:;;) consists of a set Q and a quasi-order.:;; on Q. The quasi-ordered set (Q, .:;;) is called well-quasi-ordered (wqo) iffor each infinite sequence (ql ' q2' q) , ... ) of elements of Q
I. INTRODUCTION
A quasi-order is a reflexive and transitive relation and will be denoted by .:;;; or similar symbols. A quasi-ordered set (Q, .:;;;) consists of a set Q and a quasi-order.:;;; on Q. For simplicity, the restriction of .:;;; to any subset of Q is again written.:;;;.
Let N be the set of positive integers and No = N u {O} . Starting from quasi-ordered sets (Q, .:;;;) and (Q" .:;;;,) (v EN) new ones can be constructed in a natural way. On Q, x ... x Qn a quasi-order .:;;;, /\ .. . /\ ':;;;n is given by the rule that (p" .. . , Pn) .:;;;, /\ ... /\ ':;;;n(q,,···, qn) if p, .:;;;, q, holds for v = I, ... , n. If(Q" .:;;;,), . .. , (Qn, ':;;;n) all coincide with (Q, .:;;;), we simply write .:;;;n for':;;;, /\ ... /\ ':;;;n. The finite sequences of elements of Q including the 'empty sequence' 0 form a set F(Q). If we define .:;;;0 to be the equality relation on {O}, the union of all quasi-orders .:;;; ' (v Therefore it is natural to ask how relations of the type.:;;; N behave, which lie between the two extremes .:;;; * and .:;;; F . Our main theorem gives a complete answer to this question. 
In particular, the case N = N gives Theorem 1, which in turn will be employed to prove Theorem 2.
SOME FACTS ABOUT WELL-QUASI-ORDERINGS
In this section (Q, ~) and (Q.,
is wqo. Note that infinite subsequences of k-critical sequences are again k-critical. Lemma 3 is due to Higman [I, Theorem 2.1] and can easily be proved by means of Ramsey's theorem, Lemma 4 follows immediately from Lemma 3, and Lemma 5 can be extracted from the proofs of Lemma 2 and Theorem 1 in [2] .
GLUEING SEQUENCES
Let f = (PI, ... ,Pm) and g = (ql, ... , qn) be sequences from F(Q) where Q is some set. Then the sequence (PI, ... ,Pm' ql , ... ,qn) is denoted f· g. Furthermore, the number m E No is called the length off and is written l(f).
sequences subject to the following conditions:
PROOF. We use induction on l(g), the case l(g) = 0 being an easy consequence of (i) and (iii). Assuming the statement true for l(g) = n -1, we now consider the case l(g) = n ~ 1. 
Condition (iv) implies
Since these four sequences satisfy 
Let N be an infinite subset of Nand (Q, ~) a well-quasi-ordered set. We must show that (F(Q), ~ N) is also wqo. To this end, assume for contradiction that this is wrong and use Lemma 5 to obtain an I-critical sequence
say. Denote the smallest element of N by n. By Lemma 4, (U~:~ QV, ~ *) is wqo, and since tht; relation ~N is finer than ~*, we conclude that (U~:~Qv, ~N) is also wqo. Hence infinitely many of the numbers v, and without loss of generality (by the remark preceding Lemma 3) all of them, must satisfy mv ~ n. Let
and
by Theorem I and Lemma 4. Now Lemma 3 applies to the sequence «(fv, gV»VEN and guarantees existence of an infinite subset M of N such that the situation (2, (J ~N) , Lemma 4 forces the set {l(hV)jv E M} to be unbounded. Thus {l(fV)jv E M} is unbounded because N is infinite.
In particular, we can find a numberm E M satisfying m = min M < m and l(fm) -f(fm) ~ f~). By construction, we have
and Lemma 6 implies h m = fm • C ~ N fm • g'" = hm. This is absurd.
(ii) = (iii). Trivial.
(iii) = (i). Suppose (Q, ~) is a well-quasi-ordered set such that (F(Q) we obtain e(g) < I NI for each N-subsequence g "# f" off" and consequently e(h) < I NI for all sequences h such that h ~N f" and /(h) < l(f"). From I(fQ) < l(f") an9 e(fe) = INI we now conclude fe 4; N f". As e, (J are arbitrary, the sequence (F)VE N turns out to be bad in (F(Q) , ~ N), which is impossible.
